
The MAGESHOP is an E-shop, which skips one evolutionary stage in 

the company and shifts it to its final phase of modernization process. You don't 

need to spend money on integrating your CRM system and E-Shop – its already 

there where you need it most with all informations about customer in one place.

Due to the direct connection to Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011® you have 

available an intuitive environment, which allows an easy administration of the 

E-shop. You can effortlessly add new items with preview of the photos, their 

prices and headline (which is easy to format) as well as search for the items 

according to the keywords and categories. It allows you to copy already a 

created item and rewrite it with information you need (You do not have to add 

items always from the beginning). 

The Statictics, automatically created by the MAGESHOP, helps you track 

the information in detail about almost everything. The popularity, the ratings, the 

marketability, and the earning power or yearly tendency/trend of your items. 

The MAGESHOP will clearly demonstrate him self in its statistics of the most 

added items to the basket, the customer´s spendings or the type of payment 

and the way of transport etc.

The MAGESHOP manage to cooperate with the best payment portals, for 

example PayPal or GP webpay. Definitely, it could generate the variable symbol 

and all necessary information for the tranfer of the payment, as well as the 

automatic emails with all information provided  to the customers, the shipping 

companies or the warehouses.

You can connect our solution to other Microsoft Dynamics CRM® solutions as 

ClickDimensions® or SCRIBE and extend it even more… All of that inside best 

in class CRM system in the world.

www.mageshop.cz

Possible extensions with partner solutions
(ClickDimensions®, SCRIBE, etc.)

Easy to extend to Partner portals,
Helpdesks, Customer portals, etc.

Easy administration

Fully integrated with
Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011®

Discount events for products

Detailed text formatting

Automated emails to customer, stores or
transport companies

Sending news to customers

Photo manager

Multiple edit of products descriptions
by using Excel

Most used payment gateways

Direct link to Outlook

TOP
FUNCTIONS

Selection of the best functions

MEGASHOP is equipped with lots of features 
that will help you to easily administer and 
operate your e-shop. We have chosen severals
for you, here.

MAGESHOP in mobile devices ? 
Possible, of course. 
Mobile version is prepared continuously. 

software magic by creativemages
www.creativemages.com

Check QR code
for more informations


